More Power for U.S. Planes

Warplane Engine Production Soars to a Record High
August Horsepower Hits 4,500,000; Still Increasing

PICTURE IN COL. 3 AND 4

THE ENGINES ROLLING OFF THE LINE AT THE ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY. A. M. A. Release October 1

New Aerial Battleship Unveiled at Baltimore; Here Are Some Details
Big Martin Flying Boat Has Wingspan of 180 Feet

A. M. A. RELEASE OCTOBER 1

SLENDER SLEEPS OF THE WARRIOR-FIGHTER-KILLER are disclosed in the photo of the massive new Martin-built flying boat, which has a wingspan of 180 feet, just unveiled at Baltimore. Aircraft News Newsman who photographed this picture aboard the boat from a landing craft found that his camera could not be attached to the craft. It proved necessary to use the boat's own cabins and for him to stand on the floor to get this shot. The boat's total seated capacity is 16 men and six officers.

New Bomber and Support Groups Swinging into Action
Finishing Touches Being Put on Projected Reorganization

WASHINGTON, Oct. 1—(A. M. A.)—Projecting the greatest reorganization of the Army Air Forces since its start, the Army Air Forces Command, General Hap Arnold, announced today that finishing touches are being put on the new groups and units being formed. They will be known as bomber, fighter, and reconnaissance groups, and the bases where they will be located are being designated.

STREAMLINED U.S. AIR FORCES TESTED IN ARMY MANEUVERS

The field of maneuver will be big, as the Air Forces will be given a hard test in the field of test.